In considering the origin and evolution of proteins, the possibility that proteins evolved from exons coding for specific structure-function modules is attractive for its economy and simplicity but is not systematically supported by the available data. However, the number of correspondences between exons and units of protein structure-function that have so far been identified appears to be greater than expected by chance alone. The available data also show (I) that exons are fairly limited in size but are large enough to specify structure-function modules in proteins; (it) that the position of introns for homologous domains in the same gene is reasonably stable, but there is also evidence for mechanisms that alter the position or existence of introns; and (ui) that it is possible that the observed relationship of exons to protein structure represents a degenerate state of an ancestral correspondence between exons and structure-function modules in proteins.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Size of Exons. An earlier analysis of exon size by Naora and Deacon (11) measured exon size in nucleotides and found that exons from -80 genes have a narrow size range centering on 140 base pairs but suggested that there might be discrete classes coding on average for 50, 140, 200 , and 300 base pairs. In the present analysis exons are sized by the number of amino acids for which they code. This has a significant effect on 5' and 3' exons (-25% of the data set), since usually only a fraction of the bases in each of these exons codes for amino acids. An effort was made to include a variety of gene types and to limit entries from the same gene family; in the earlier study (11) of the 80 genes examined, 20 were globins and 10 were histones. Fig. 1 shows the size distribution for exons from 114 genes (>800 total exons). The 5' exons and 3' exons are shown separately. Whereas internal exons are expected to contribute the major portions of protein structure, it is possible that the initial and terminal exons code for structure, regulatory signals, or both. Internal exons predominantly code for 20-55 amino acids, whereas 5' and 3' exons do not show the same tendency toward a modal size. The 5' exons are on average significantly smaller (A7 = 34.4 amino acids) compared to 3' exons (X = 42.6 amino acids) and internal exons (X = 44.5 amino acids).
Do Exons Code for Units of Protein Structure-Function? This possibility was addressed in less than half of the literature surveyed. Some authors sought for specific correspondence between exons and units of secondary structure or tertiary structure, others looked for a match to a region of the protein known to have an associated function such as signal peptide, transmembrane domain, nucleotide-binding fold, etc. No systematic criteria were used nor were different groups equally stringent in deciding how the limits ofthe exon had to correspond to the limits of the unit in the protein to designate a positive correspondence. The results as defined by these authors are summarized in Table 1 .
No meaningful correspondence for even a single exon was found for carboxypeptidase (9) , lactate dehydrogenase (82), glycogen phosphorylase (91), leghemoglobin (93) , calmodulin (95) , and myosin heavy chain (111) , whereas all exons could be assigned a specific function for lysozyme (3), chicken triosephosphate isomerase (79) , P-globin (4, 5) , transplantation antigen (103) , IgG heavy chain (7), 3-crystallin (107) , glucagon (97) , and parathyroid hormone (99 (20) and human (21) ; chicken aminolevulinate synthase (22); deoxythymidine kinase from chicken (23) Fig. 1 .
The Position of Introns. Introns are defined as type 0 (interrupting between codons), 1, or 2 (interrupting after the first or second nucleotide of a codon, respectively). The hypothesis advanced by Gilbert (1) that proteins evolved by shuffling and recombination of exons would appear to require that shuffling of such exons would not alter the reading frame when they are inserted in a new location. One way to accomplish this would be to have only one type of intron; i.e., all recombination events must consistently occur at equivalent positions. For the genes in the present survey, the average composition of introns is type 0 (54%), type 1 (27%), and type 2 (18%).
If, before the advent of splicing enzymes, primitive genes arose by recombination of exons, then self-splicing of the RNA without benefit of splicing enzymes, as exemplified by a number of existing examples (119, 120) , might have removed introns. The emergence of splicing enzymes at some later time would then have evolved to recognize the most common sequence demarcating intron-exonjunctions. If this is correct, then the current preponderance of type 0 introns reflects the ancestral state.
The distribution of observed intron types is shown in Table  2 , and the total frequency of intron occurrence (1 intron per 41 codons) also defines the average size of exons. The possible number and proportion of intron types may be estimated from codon usage and the known consensus exon splice junction MAG-intron-GK, where M is A or C and K is G or U. Use of the consensus splice junction sequence (Table 2) leads to an underestimate of the actual number of introns and, therefore, to an overestimate of exon size; thus this consensus sequence, per se, is somewhat too restrictive as a predictor. The second consensus sequence MAG-in-Proc. NatL. Acad. Sci. USA 85 (1988) tron-ON, where N is any base (Table 2) , more accurately reflects the consensus sequence for the present data set, but its use overestimates the number of introns somewhat. Use of a more relaxed consensus sequence, NAG-intron-GN (Table 2 ), leads to a more generous estimate of the number of possible introns.
Whereas some differences in codon preference between widely diverging organisms have been noted, it is not clear how much effect such changes have on the prevalence of splice junction sequences during evolution. Since the observed size of exons (Table 2 ) falls between the values predicted for a stringent and a more relaxed splice junction sequence, it is then possible that most genes contain between 50% and 100o of the introns that they are capable of holding. Although there is clear evidence for intron deletion, this process appears to be neither rapid nor extensive for mammalian and avian genes. This suggests that the size of exons at present is not greatly different from exons in ancestral (106) , mouse a-fetoprotein (94) , human haptoglobin Hp2 (26) , and human transferrin (27) ; other enzymes/proteins includes mouse renin (88) , human pepsinogen (14) , calcium-activated protease (81) , and chicken ovomucoid (111) ; calmodulins includes calmodulins from chicken (95) , sea urchin (126) , and D. melanogaster (127) ; myosine alkali light chains plus parvalbumin includes myosin light chain genes from D. melanogaster (127) , mouse (127) , and chicken (127) and rat parvalbumin (126 Table 2 ).
genes and is consistent with the suggestion that ancestral exons specified structure-function modules.
Comparison of intron positions for the same gene across many organisms has been used to show that some introns are maintained at the same positions and some are not (122, 124, 125) . To limit sources of variability, the position of introns was examined in genes containing two or more homologous domains that were presumably generated by gene duplication plus fusion (Table 3) . This made it possible to compare homologous domains and the introns associated with them within the same protein (constant environment) and also between different related proteins (potentially different environments). For comparisons within proteins, 90o or more of introns are maintained at corresponding positions in the duplicated regions (Table 3) ; this represents a measure of intron loss or acquisition that is very low. Furthermore, of introns found at similar positions, almost all are of the same intron type. This difference in frequency (Table 3) between introns of "same type" and introns "at similar position" is an indicator of the extent of intron sliding.
Comparisons between proteins were made with two groups ofproteins containing three or four homologous domains that bind calcium. Again, a fairly high proportion of introns is found to be retained at corresponding positions (Table 3) . This intron pattern must be >600 million years old, since it is found in genes from Drosophila melanogaster, sea urchin, and chicken.
Modifications of Exons. Illustrated in Fig. 2 (Fig. 2, gene B) , and this would be interpreted as a lack of correspondence between exons and modules or domains. Junction sliding into an intron could add extra amino acids (perhaps even an additional module) to the protein structure (Fig. 2, gene C) . Also, there are two processes by which an additional exon could be formed (Fig. 2, genes D and E) . It is likely that such additional exons will code for a much smaller than average number of amino acids, and very small internal exons may be diagnostic for mechanisms that formed genes D and E.
The foregoing analysis shows that in existing genes exons clearly do not consistently relate to units of structure or function in proteins. However, what we observe could be a degenerate pattern that may still give evidence about the origin and evolution of proteins.
